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SLA Paris’s highlighting Luminizer
has a silky, long-lasting and subtly
iridescent formula “that will
become the best strobing ally”.

Like every category in travel retail, the
Cosmetics & Skincare sector has been
subjected to great disruption over the past
year – forced to withstand the inimical
impact of economic, social and political
changes that have shaken the world.
Yet, despite industry-altering global development, it
continues to thrive, as its innovatory and enterprising brands respond to shifts in the duty free market
and its distinctive demographic.
Competition within the category is only growing
fiercer, and the market more ruthless, as comparisons with the domestic realm shape the attitudes
of both trade and end-using customers. The
omnipresence of online shopping and the price
reductions that it enables also mean that brands
must reassess their approaches, considering with
even greater care the needs of their consumers,
and how they can, matchlessly, be met.
Neil Ebbutt, Director Wholesale, Rituals Cosmetics (Green Village M41), explained that, in today’s
uncertain economic climate, customers are
becoming increasingly preoccupied with questions
surrounding product relevance (do I really need
this?), value for money (is it really worth this price?)
and absolute price (can I afford this?). “These
issues will have a very real impact on us all. But
they don’t have to lead to negative outcomes, so
long as we satisfy our customers on these points,”
he said. “Travel retail has always proved itself to be
exceptionally resilient in challenging times, never
ceasing to invest and to innovate. I do not see that
changing – especially not in the beauty category.”

THE FRESH
FACE OF
COSMETICS’
FUTURE
Amy Hanna spoke to the leading names
in Cosmetics & Skincare to discover
the sought-after solutions that are
taking the market by storm – and what
lies in store for the sector.
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Rituals Cosmetics’ campaign for Ritual of Sakura
invited consumers to take photographs in an in-store
“blossom booth” that showered them with real cherry
blossom, and share them on social media.

Qiriness’s one-of-a-kind Sauna
Visage effervescent facial tablets
duplicate the facial steaming process
– a first in cosmetics – enabling
consumers to reproduce the benefits
of a spa face care at home.

In spring 2017, AHAVA will unveil its new facial
skincare range, Mineral Radiance, clinically proven
to provide skin with a three-times energy boost, as
well as protection from urban pollution.

Of the many ways in which
global development has
impacted upon the travel retail
channel, it is this shift in the
characteristics and purchasing habits of the travelling
consumer that has most influenced NUXE (Green Village J36),
its Travel Retail Director Marion
Bruimaud said. “Globally, it
shows a higher demand for
affordable and natural brands
like NUXE, which is very positive
for our future development.”
Since NUXE introduced its
high-performance, easy-to-use
products to travel retail in 2014
its business has increased
dramatically; it is now present
in 160 duty free locations. Its
iconic multi-purpose dry oil,
Huile Prodigieuse, is listed
on 40 airlines, and this year

celebrates 25 years since its
creation with three limited
edition bottles and a renewed
formula with nourishing
tsubaki oil.
“The travel retail business is
still offering huge opportunities,
since the customer demand
is evolving,” Bruimaud stated.
“New cosmetics categories
are entering the travel retail
network: natural and affordable
brands in skincare, wellbeing,
nail care and hair care, and as
a consequence competition is
much higher today and each
brand needs to be proactive and
dynamic.”
While external factors are
doubtlessly impacting upon
Cosmetics & Skincare, that
impact is not necessarily a
negative one. The sector has

proven itself to be resilient and
remains the most successful of
all the core categories in travel
retail. According to Generation Research, Cosmetics &
Skincare and Fragrances was
the only one in the channel to
demonstrate positive year-onyear growth in 2015 (+2.3%),
while every other product sector
– and total worldwide travel
retail sales – declined.
Last year the category was
worth almost US$20 billion
– representing 35% of global
duty free sales. “So we are in
the most exciting and positively
developing category in this
market,” Ebbutt said. “It is
clearly fashion and lifestyleinfluenced and seems to drive
itself without reference or
reliance on other categories

through its own commitment to
product development, exceptional in-store merchandising
and fabulous marketing.”
The positive development of the
category has been echoed by
Rituals Cosmetics’ business,
which has grown with existing
customers by +60% year-todate. The luxury bath and body
care company, and its concept
of transforming everyday
routines into meaningful
moments, has also won listings
with new customers and in new
channels. “There is generally a
move amongst consumers all
over the world towards products
that offer enhanced experiential
rewards, and we are definitely
benefitting from that,” Ebbutt
commented. “We certainly
appeal to consumers who want

to luxuriate in our products
without a luxury price tag to
match.”

MAKEUP’S STAYING POWER
2016 has also been a transformational year for Shiseido
(Ambassadeurs Village
V13). In recent months the
uncompromising Japanese
beauty company began the
comprehensive rejuvenation
of its flagship Shiseido brand,
and has also unified its cosmetics business with that of its
designer fragrance subsidiary,
Beauté Prestige International,
in a move that has created a
new entity dedicated to the
market – Shiseido Travel Retail.
It now has a strengthened
portfolio across all three axes of
beauty: skincare, make-up and

The new Shiseido Rouge Rouge
lipstick collection comes in 16 shades
of red, three of which are available
in a travel retail-exclusive set: Ruby
Copper, Murrey and Hushed Tones.

Two scented versions of its legendary shea butter are being
launched by Institut Karité Paris: Rose Mademoiselle and Almond
and Honey, which match hydration with aromatic pleasure.
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Yves Rocher’s anti-ageing bestselling line, Sérum Végétal,
became a must-have in a very
short time, and is already iconic
in many markets.

Jurlique has launched a new beauty ritual for all skin types,
Activating Water Essence, which activates the skin’s ability to retain
moisture thanks to its high concentration of marshmallow extract.

fragrances, and as such is well
positioned to pursue emerging
trends within the category.
It reported strong dynamism
in skincare, its stronghold in
Asia, led by the Shiseido and
Clé de Peau Beauté brands.
“But make-up is still the main
growth engine in beauty,”

women opt for a natural, freshcollaboration with the French
Elisabeth Jouguelet, President
faced look, and consumers are
fashion photographer Sarah
Marketing, said. “It’s a fun and
pairing it with pops of lip colour.
Moon, which underlines
experimental category that
The new Shiseido Rouge Rouge
Shiseido’s connection with the
aligns well with art and fashion,
lipstick collection comes in 16
fashion
world. on www.blackup.co.uk
and we’ve had a lot of success Find
us online
shades of red, three of which
In colour cosmetics, Jouguelet
with artist collaborations for
commented, there is a continuour make-up lines.”
Find us online on www.blackup.co.ukwill be offered in a travel retail
exclusive set.
ation of the trend towards “no
The upcoming NARS 2016
In skincare, Shiseido has
make-up” make-up, as more
Holiday Collection is a stunning
noticed a spike in demand for
sun care products, particularly
those with a higher SPF, and
sales of its Anessa sun care
brand were up +30% in the first
half of 2016, driven by China
black|Up is launching its new strobing offer –
a universal strobing primer and three shades
and Korea. Asia remains a
of cream-to-powder strobing stick – at TFWA
bright spot for Shiseido, and
World Exhibition & Conference.
Jouguelet foresees this positive
trend continuing through the
rest of the year, thanks to
the strong growth of Chinese
passenger traffic. “Chinese
travellers are driving our
travel retail business and we
have been concentrating our
efforts on developing a deeper
understanding of their shopping
behaviour and preferences in
order to better target them,”
she said.
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GET REAL
In skincare, there has been
a discernable move towards
practical products that deliver
results – real products for real
people, that really work, and fit
with ease into everyday regimes.
“Our consumer is non-compromising, she wants natural
skincare products that work,
but that also have a scientific
reason to believe,” said Vered
Brenner, International Key
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Account Manager at the Dead
Sea minerals skincare specialist, AHAVA (Green Village M62).
“Enchanted by the healing
waters of the Dead Sea, and
Nature’s greatest spa, there
is real geographic authenticity, and a story that they are
tapping into. We are constantly
monitoring, inquiring as to their
evolving needs – we believe in
product development that stems
both from advanced research
and development capabilities,
but also from tapping into what
our consumers are telling us.”
Interest in on-the-go solutions
for consumers who need time
saving, effective solutions to fit
into their lifestyles continues to
soar, and AHAVA has invested
in the trend, adapting its cult
products into small, convenient
sizes – such as mini pod-sized
masks and single-use facial
mask sachets. “Being able to
provide skincare solutions to
our consumers wherever they
are, and in the right format,
remains a high continued priority,” Brenner said. “Further, we
have seen that prestige beauty
and personal care has outpaced
overall personal care growth,”
he added. “We expect that in
this environment, prestige will
continue to gain increasing
share and strength. Personalisation, energy-boosting
skincare, and ‘the new natural’
will play a big role,” Brenner
commented. “We aim to marry
nature and science, as being a
natural brand nowadays can be

Combining efficacy with pleasure...
a spa moment for the face !

Treatment cares to
Prepare, Purify
& Envelop the skin

www.qiriness.com
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seen as table-stakes. Consumers need
to know that there is strong research
and efficacy behind their skincare and
wellness products.”

AU NATUREL
As Brenner confirmed, shoppers are
increasingly seeking products that are
genuinely and provably natural. The
Australian pure skincare brand Jurlique
(Yellow Village F49) has pioneered a
rigorously natural beauty strategy since
it was established in the 1980s, with
its founders’ vision to “inspire people
to wellbeing through a connection with
nature”. Jurlique grows the plants that
go into its sought-after skincare products
on its own biodynamic farm, to ensure
the potency and purity of the ingredients
extracted, and all are harvested by hand
to preserve the quality of each plant.
“According to the research our brand has
conducted, the future for the Cosmetics & Skincare category will be in the
premium natural sector, where consumers’ demands are increasing worldwide,
looking for natural products that deliver
results,” began Virginia Wong, Jurlique’s
Regional Marketing Director. “Besides
looking for natural products, they also
desire products that can bring pleasure,
enhance wellbeing and are sustainable to
the environment.”
This year, Jurlique has launched a
new beauty ritual for all skin types, its
Activating Water Essence, with enormous
success worldwide. It contains the highest
concentration of biodynamically grown
marshmallow extract from the Jurlique
farm, which activates the skin’s ability to
retain moisture. In the coming year, it will
introduce a travel retail-exclusive version
of the product, as well as a collection of
channel-exclusive packaged products
with a unique, modern design based on
the brand’s DNA.
Marina Repina, Marketing Director,
Yves Rocher (Green Village M49)
concurred that the growing trend
toward natural is changing the skincare
market, in an age in which modern
life has altered our attitudes towards
what we eat, drink, wear and put on our
skin. “First of all,” she said, “I would
mention the growth of greener and
more botanical cosmetics, highlighting even more than ever the power of
nature. On the other side, ‘anti-pollution’ is going beyond a simple trend and
becoming a real segment of the market
offer, as more and more of civilisation
is within an urban environment.”
These trends, she explained, have
provided Yves Rocher with a wealth
of opportunities to introduce more
and more consumers to its effectual,
ecological botanical skincare products.
“As a brand, we strongly believe that,
as Mr. Yves Rocher used to say, ‘nature
is our future.’ We see more and more
brands exploiting the naturals territory.
This comes with the consumers being
more and more demanding towards
ingredients used in cosmetic products,

T R AV E L
EXCLUSIVES
The groundbreaking Skin Caviar
Essence-in-lotion by La Prairie is
a new beauty step: emphasising
the importance of the layering
system, for a more sophisticated
and complete beauty routine.

challenging brands in that way on
a constant basis,” Repina said. “We
believe these trends are putting the Yves
Rocher brand at the core of what today’s
consumers are looking for.”
In response to these trends and its
burgeoning customer-base, Yves Rocher
is tailoring its approach, to improve the
brand experience for its consumers. As
well as continually improving its product
formulas and modernising their packaging, the brand also has a new, modernised store style. “We believe our clients
will now enjoy even better their moments
together with Yves Rocher.”
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Exclusively available at selected duty free locations,
our new range of luxury bags each contain four of our
most demanded products allowing users to enjoy
happiness and beauty in the smallest of things even
whilst on their travels.
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rituals.com | travel@rituals.com
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ALL ABOUT AUTHENTICITY
“More than buying a product,
customers want to get
something more. It can be a
personal shopping experience, a
product that can meet perfectly
their needs – or something
extra than the product itself,”
said Amir Al Chayah, CEO,
Institut Karité Paris (Blue
Village E3), which delivers to its
customers a “piece of Paris”,
through products that capture
and communicate the brand’s
Parisian heritage. “Storytelling,
packaging and scents honour
with passion and creativity our
wonderful capital, Paris,” he
said. “And we’re continuously
informing our customers
about the amazing cosmetic
properties of shea butter, and
want them to experience all the
benefits they have to offer.”
Al Chayah identified a growing
consumer tendency towards
versatile, multipurpose and
all-in-one solutions, which offer
maximum effect with minimum
effort, and fit the frenzied pace
of today’s always-on-the-go
lifestyle. This is what Institut
Karité Paris offers with its
signature product, 100% pure
shea butter, as you can use it
for hair, face and body.
At this year’s TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference,
the brand is launching the
complete personal care range,
Cherry Blossom, scented with
a delicate and subtle perfume.
A full bath and body product
range, the collection features
cream washes, shower gels,
hand creams and body milks.

“The combination of nature and
perfumes, Paris and shea is
pretty innovating,” Al Chayah
said. “These concepts make
up our brand DNA and we’re
proud of it. Far from promoting
miracle anti-wrinkle solutions,
we simply offer high-quality
products, made in France, that
appeal to the senses.”
Condensé Paris (Green
Village L57) advocates quality
and authenticity above all in
its consumer approach. Its
products offer the right balance
of highly natural formulas,
made from botanical ingredients such as flowers, surprising sensorial textures and
efficiency – for great results.
“The combining of very effective
natural ingredients and silky or
creamy textures with naturally
sourced perfumes offering
delicious scents is enough to
demonstrate the uniqueness
of the Condensé Paris range,”
stated CEO Nathalie Lamandé.
Innovation in cosmetics, she
said, lies in a lot of different
fields, for example, packaging
design and technical aspect,
displays or sales methods,
“but customers always come
back to results and products
that are a pleasure to use
– the real fundamental heart
of the skincare.”

SCIENCE AND NATURE
ID Beauty’s (Ambassadeurs
Village U11) particular
innovation lies in its advanced
skincare creations, with a
basis in science and medicinal
properties. “Hydration is

TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE MONDAY 3 OCTOBER 2016

Alongside the stalwarts in its
range such as Smoothing Eye
Serum, Condensé Paris is
launching three new products:
Soft Cleansing Micellar Water,
an Anti-Dark Spots Hand Cream
and Cleansing Jelly Balm.

recognised for its anti-ageing
properties, and more and more
cosmetic brands have joined
this concept,” said Geneviève
Leroy-Villeneuve, Communications Director, ID Beauty. “This
is what incited the researchers
of our laboratories to further
study the mechanisms of
the skin ageing for a better
understanding of it. They are

NUXE is celebrating the 25th anniversary of its cult
multi-purpose dry oil, Huile Prodigieuse, with a new, even
more innovative formula and three limited edition bottles
decorated with botanical lace.

already working on competitive
technologies to meet a market
demanding even more efficient
novelties.”
Hyper-hydration is the key
to the success of ID Beauty’s
therapeutic and restorative skincare line, Rexaline.
Launched in 2008, Rexaline took
pioneering steps in anti-ageing
cosmetics by putting hyaluronic
acid in its products. Well known
in the medical world for its
hydrating and healing properties, the ingredient was, until
that point, not commonly used
in skincare solutions. “In 2016
we launched a new formula
of Rexaline,” Leroy-Villeneuve
said. “The exclusive hyaluronic
acid duo of its complex has
been enriched with two vegetal
extracts selected by our scientists for their amazing hydrating
properties, red algae and the
desert rose. This combination created a unique synergy
between hyaluronic acid and the
vegetal actives for a 3D action at
all the levels of the epidermis.”
Next year, ID Beauty will launch
a new range – Rexaline Derma,
dedicated to sensitive skin.
3LAB’s (Blue Village G28) stateof-the-art solutions continue
to break new ground within
the cosmetics category and,
developed with intelligence and
precision, address the needs of
every skin type. “The entire line
features innovative and antioxidant-rich ingredients including
plant based ‘Bio-Engineered
Renewal Complex’, which
helps to renew the appearance
of healthy skin, and ‘Apple

Part of Benefit’s exciting new
collection for eyebrows, the Brow
Zings taming and shaping kit is a
perfectly paired wax and powder
duo with an extendable, dual-ended
brush and mini-tweezer.
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Stem Cell Technology’, plant
based stem cells from a rare
Swiss apple that help to slow
down the signs of ageing,”
explained Christina Oresajo,
Communications & Marketing
Manager, 3LAB.
At TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference, 3LAB is launching the next generation of its
coveted M products – M Serum.
“Miraculous, marvellous and
magnificent, this lightweight
serum blends in smoothly,
providing an ageless appearance, while reducing the look
of fine lines and wrinkles,
Oresajo said.
Yet, while cosmetics companies are crafting original and
inspiring innovations in answer
to their consumers’ demands,
it is now the turn of industry
retailers to meet the needs of
shoppers, brands say. “The
main travel retail operators of
our industry need to come back
to the basic. They need to listen
to our consumer and respond,
as brands do when creating
products,” suggested Arnaud de
Volontat, Founder of first-time
exhibitor Spongellé (Ambassadeurs Village U8). “The
consumer wants an amazing
shopping experience featuring
products and offerings that
are different, inspiring innovation, creativity and so much
more, but first they want price
savings. They need to think that
our business will shift again
and nothing is permanent,
except our consumer who will
be always there, more savvy,
more exigent on the assortment
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I believe that what is put on the
body is as important as what is
put inside it.
For this reason I use Vegan
Organic containing 100% plant
active ingredients extracted from
certified organically grown, tested
for effectiveness and contained in
the product at a high percentage
that guarantees a real treating
cosmetic action.
My skin is the only one I have and
I need to take care of it!
Buona vita to my skin thanks to
VEGAN & ORGANIC.

SAVE THE PLANET AND YOUR SKIN
S.I.R.P.E.A. S.p.A. - 20098 San Giuliano Milanese (MI) Italy - Via della Liberazione n. 56
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shoppers as well as attractive
visual merchandising materials
for its products.

offered, and more price sensitive than ever.”
Spongellé’s creative
products bring something new
to the consumer, by transforming a daily necessity into an
indulgent, enthralling experience. Its “all in one beauty
system” contains a cleansing
gel, natural oils, natural
skincare ingredients and
invigorating fragrances, which
are infused in a body buffer that
can delivers its unique solution
for up to 30 showers.
“Spongellé replaces the everyday body wash with a luxurious
body buffer infused with the
finest skincare ingredients
that will transform the bathing
ritual into a beyond cleansing
experience,” de Volontat said.
“Spongellé has re-invented and
revolutionised the bath experience and its rituals.”

ON TREND

CHALK IT UP TO
EXPERIENCE
Ever a trailblazer in the
skincare industry, La Prairie
(Riviera Village RE6) is also
creating groundbreaking new
experiences for its faithful
and flourishing following.
“Our category is more than
a commodity. Our consumer
expects something beyond
a product display: he wants
a brand experience,” Vice
President Travel Retail Laurent
Marteau said. “In travel retail,
we need to offer more than a
space for retail. In the case of
La Prairie, we offer a beauty
experience, a discovery of our
brand and dedicated treatments. Each time a consumer
enters one of our corners or
boutiques, he is transported to
Switzerland, a world of precision and high-touch service.”
As today’s consumers travel
between countries and
continents, they are armed
with an extensive amount of
knowledge, and are constantly
keeping a pulse on the latest
trends – shopping, sharing and
spending. “At an airport, we are
here to service whether she
or he is abroad on business or
pleasure. In between flights,
you see consumers browsing
more frequently than they might
at their leisure in their home
non-travel retail door,” Marteau
said. “We are here to adapt to
that with mini-treatments and
consultations, special set-ups
and service that makes the
most of the time they do have.
We also gather their feedback
that helps us optimise the
overall experience.”
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In 2017, ID Beauty will
launch a new Rexaline
range: Rexaline Derma – an
age defence technology for
skin in burnout, dedicated
to sensitive complexions.

The necessity to stand apart
in the duty free channel was
also emphasised by Ryan Lee,
Global Travel Retail Director of
LG Household & Health Care
(Golden Village GO17), which
is exhibiting for the first time
at TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference and expanding the
presence of its beauty brands
Whoo and S:um internationally – particularly in the Asia
Pacific region – following the
acquisition of an outstanding market share in Korea.
“The travel retail industry has
become more sophisticated, in
line with increased demands on
shopping environments such as
retailtainment, or more serviceoriented visual merchandising,”
he said.
The skincare category, Lee
explained, is becoming more
competitive as resourceful,
dynamic new brands continue
to flood the market – and the
category is recognisably one of
the most attractive in the travel
retail channel, both to retailers
and consumers. LG Household
& Health Care has therefore
concentrated on developing
education materials for global

“Cosmetics are stronger than
ever, especially in the travel
retail market. The cosmetics industry has resisted the
crisis,” said Olivia Voisin,
Export Manager, SLA Paris
(Ambassadeurs Village
U10), “and this is an
opportunity for brands,
especially those with such
an irrefutable high quality
as SLA PARIS.”
This year has been a fruitful one in a wealth of ways
for the creator of accessible, professional make-up,
which constantly stays on
top of trends – to constantly
stay at the forefront of the
industry. External fashions
are hugely influential on the
preferences and purchasing
habits of travel retail consumers and brands must adapt
their product development
accordingly.
“Keeping up with the trends is
our most sacred mission, and
our strategy has been oriented
towards this,” Voisin said. “Take
exciting products such as the
Luminizer, for example, developed to fulfil the consumer

Whoo by LG Household &
Health Care creates indulgent
products containing oriental
medicinal ingredients that
give the best efficacy and best
sensation in use.

In response to the trend for
multi-purpose skincare, 3LAB
has developed its WW Day SPF
40, which contains the highperformance, scientific ingredients
that the brand is renowned for.

need for perfect strobing.”
The strobing technique, she
explained, has dethroned the
ubiquitous contouring technique
and become the new way to
highlight bone structure, and
SLA PARIS has reacted to the
trend with Luminizer – a silky,
long-lasting and subtly iridescent formula “that will become
the best strobing ally”.
Black|Up (Green Village J40),
the cosmetics brand specialising in products for women of
colour, is launching its new
strobing offer – a universal
strobing primer and creamto-powder strobing sticks
– at TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference. “We worked a lot on
these formulas to provide nice,
subtle highlighting products,
suitable for oily skin,” described
Marketing Director Maïa Darricarrère. “So it is not only about
adding light to the make-up.
It is a breakthrough formula
developed to match women of
colour’s specific needs.
“Our product development is
influenced by make-up trends,
coming from the worldwide
digital scene,” she continued.
“A lot of online influencers are
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make-up artists – or make-up
junkies, and our young
consumers are interested
and influenced by this kind
of content. We are following
trends and making them easy
to understand and use.”
The internationally renowned
San Francisco beauty company,
Benefit (Harbour Village
Accama Delta), is exhibiting for the first time at
this year’s TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference.
The brand, which now
has over 4,300 counters
in more than 45 countries
worldwide, earned its
fame for delivering quick
yet lasting fixes for every
exasperating beauty
dilemma – with a dose
of whimsy mixed into its
extensive know-how. With
products pivoted on today’s
consumer, it is recognised
for setting trends that establish themselves as stalwarts of
the beauty world.
Eyebrow styling has become
the fastest growing make-up
segment in the last two years.
“The brow has no boundaries in
term of nationality or age, and
we believe the brow business
will be bigger soon than
mascara,” Beatrice Charreire,
Global Travel Retail Director,
said. With 1,800 Brows treatment bars in 49 countries,
Benefit is the world’s leading
brow authority.
At TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference Benefit is highlighting a new collection that solves
each and every brow conundrum, with high-performing
formulas, custom-designed
applicators and mistake-proof
shades in nine easy-to-use
products – from brow conditioning primer to volumisers and
colours. “Benefit is unique in
everything we do,” commented
Charreire. “First, we create
innovative products by listening
our customers needs. Second,
we are digitally savvy – Benefit
is one of the most present
brands in the digital world. Last
but not least, we are trendsetters and have entrepreneurship
in our spirit.”
Vivian Marton, the Founder
of Qiriness (Harbour Village
Winning Streak), identified
the most important trend
in skincare this year as the
development of sheet masks
on the international scene – a
phenomenon to which Qiriness
has risen with enticing new
products. The spa-at-home
skincare company has launched
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WHAT LIES AHEAD

Spongellé’s decadent infused body buffers
contain a cleansing gel, natural oils and
invigorating fragrances, and deliver their
unique solution for up to 30 showers.

three Wrap Microfiber facemasks,
which target the pervasive
skincare problems of radiance,
hydration and purity. “These
amazingly efficient, easy-to-use
masks have already become
our best sellers,” Marton said.
“Wellbeing and sensoriality,
associated with an irreproachable

quality of natural ingredients,
improve product efficiency. Our
desire is to offer every woman,
in her home, a personalised
response to skincare by combining the efficiency of actives and
the sensorial pleasure of use, with
results comparable to those of a
treatment practiced in a spa.”

Though global uncertainties lavish unpredictability
upon the future of the travel
retail channel, one aspect
of its development that
continues unfaltering is
digital engagement with
consumers, and brands are
adapting their strategies to
include ever more innovative
ways of connecting. Rituals
Cosmetics, for example,
launched seven product packs
exclusively for travel retail
this year, which have done
exceptionally well, far exceeding expectations. “The huge
factor behind the success
of these products is the
fact that we first conducted
extensive social media-driven
research asking users what
they’d like to find if we were
to put together a collection
of our products especially for
them when travelling or on
holiday,” Ebbutt said.
“The future is digital and we
are preparing for it,” stated
Voisin of SLA PARIS. “Our
strong presence in social
media is part of our strategy
to break new ground within
the cosmetics industry. This

strategy is reinforced in the
conception of our new concept
stores – dynamic, trendy and
fully connected.” The brand’s
relationship with its consumers is now closer than ever
– something demonstrated
by a +90% increase in the
number of views received by
its product tutorial videos.
Shiseido, meanwhile, is
enhancing its digital expertise
towards the establishment of an omni-channel
framework that includes
multiple digital touch points
to engage travellers. “We
foresee a better integration
of online and offline strategies that will bridge the gap
between the physical and
digital retail experience,”

Jouguelet said. “Standards
of beauty retailing will also
increase, led by developments
in augmented reality and
wearable technologies. Virtual
mirrors, facial mapping and
real-time visualisation of how
products will look and work
on the skin, hair and body will
change how travellers shop
and expect to be serviced
in-store.”
It is this kind of revolutionary creative thinking, so
inherent to the Cosmetics
& Skincare category, that
will enable it to weather the
storm of unpredictability in
which it presently stands; the
reason that it will prosper –
thanks to the ingenuity of its
pioneering brands.

Learn more about the
cosmetics & skincare
innovations being presented
at TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference by visiting the
TFWA Product Showcase
(www.tfwaproductshowcase.com). Scan this
code to visit the TFWA Product Showcase

THE NEW TEMPS SUBLIME RANGE
The ideal remedy against time
Caresse Temps Sublime
Ultimate Anti-Age Redensifying Cream
After 4 weeks*
94 %
94 %
82 %
82 %

Skin feels revitalised
Skin appears smoother
Facial volumes are restored
Skin is more lifted

*Self-evaluation - 17 women (50-65 years old) after application of Caresse Temps
Sublime morning and night during 4 weeks.

www.qiriness.com
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Apple Beauty creates enticing scents for children, licensed
by market favourites such as Disney, Mattel, Rainbow,
Drakers by Ferrari, and Sissi the Empress.

With this new
fragrance for
men, presented by
Art & Fragrance,
Lalique salutes the
bold spirit of René
Lalique. Like the
artist, L’Insoumis
(which means
“the maverick”)
is charismatic,
elegant, authentic,
a modern-day
adventurer.

We are operating at a time
rife with challenges for
travel retail. The global
landscape has changed
dramatically – recent social
and economic turmoil,
international unrest and
disruptive political events,
such as Britain’s decision
to leave the EU, have had a
significant impact on travel
to Europe and beyond
– while declining growth,
the volatility of global
currencies and increasingly
stringent customs regulations are compromising the
channel’s expansion.
“These are all pressing factors
that are out of our control but
will continue to have an impact

Shiseido’s launch of the Zadig
& Voltaire scents This is Her!
And This is Him! is supported
by strong retailtainmentdriven animations and
consumer experiences, as
well as a targeted social and
digital marketing concepts.

on business going forward,”
Elisabeth Jouguelet, President
Marketing, Shiseido (Ambassadeurs Village V13), said.
Within the industry, too there
has been immense change in
recent years, which has transformed the way in which brands
must look at their consumers.
The past decade has seen a
major boom in air travel, the
emergence of increasingly
connected consumers and a
move towards Asia as a growth
centre. Retailer consolidation
has created global operators,
and the proliferation of digital
and mobile technology has
given rise to the unlimited,
global shopper. “We need to
adapt to this new reality and
become a more agile organisation that can keep pace with the
markets, especially in the fastchanging travel retail channel,”
Jouguelet stressed.
To this end, Shiseido has unified
its Cosmetics and Fragrances
businesses, to create a more
efficient entity with a strengthened, three-axis portfolio to
better serve its customers and
drive growth – establishing the
Shiseido Travel Retail division,
with a strategy dedicated to
the channel. “We can now
speak with a louder and more
consistent voice, while leveraging the additional scale to be
more competitive commercially
vis-à-vis the biggest beauty
players in global travel retail,”
Jouguelet said.
Along with the market, the
travel retail Fragrances
consumer is evolving too.
Niche fragrance brands,
limited editions and channelexclusives now have a keen
audience in travel retail, while
millennials have grown to

AMBITION AND
AUDACITY
AGAINST THE
ODDS
Dramatic developments upon the global landscape
are bringing with them drastic transformations to the
travel retail channel, and the brands within the versatile
Fragrances category are bracing themselves for change.
The sector’s leading brands told Amy Hanna how they
are concocting ever more creative and captivating
scents that resonate with their evolving consumer.
represent 20% of the global
international tourism market,
spending around US$180
billion on travel and tourism.
Travel retail is, therefore, a key
channel for Shiseido, which
is diversifying its customer
base and offering – its Zadig
& Voltaire brand opening up
a world of new possibilities.
“It is a strategic brand for
us. It is very trendy and edgy
and it talks to a different type
of consumer – younger, and
embodying a free spirit and
rock ‘n’ roll attitude,” Jouguelet explained. The recent
launch of the striking Zadig &
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Voltaire scents This is Her! And
This is Him! in Paris took the
rock chic theme to a new level
and featured a DJ, graffiti art
and tattoo artists.

A POINT OF
DIFFERENTIATION
There is strong competition
in the mature Fragrance and
Cosmetics market, with a high
frequency of new launches, but
the category’s famously innovative brands are rising to the
challenge, with eye-catching
promotions and enticing
products that stand out from
the crowd.

Damien Tonneau, General
Manager Travel Retail Europe
at the French luxury cosmetics
company Clarins (Ambassadeurs Village V5), explained
that sales of its sought-after
luxury skincare have shown
great resilience this year,
while make-up continues
to out-perform, and both of
Clarins fragrance brands –
Muse for women by Mugler
and Wanted for men by Azzaro
– are launching. “The launch
of Wanted has seen surprising
results and a very quick takeoff – well beyond our expectations,” Tonneau said.

SKINCARE, COSMETICS & FRAGRANCES SUPPLEMENT

Tonneau explained that, as
both the travel retail market
and online shopping advance,
the playing field is becoming
increasingly levelled in terms
of cost and accessibility and so,
ever more, there is the need
for unique thinking in the duty
free channel. “There are less
and less frontiers between the
local market and travel retail in
term of competitive pricing,” he
said. “E-commerce generates
convenience to customers in
term of choice, assortment and
fast delivery. We are entering
a new era, where travel retail
needs to reinvent itself by
developing points of differentiation.”
For Clarins, this differentiation
is embedded within its DNA:
it is a trailblazer in term of its
products (“no miracles, just
results”); practises generosity
and sustainable development;
has an enterprising CRM
strategy, offering a loyalty card
with every product, and is a
market-leader in sampling.
“Looking at recent years we
know that whatever happens,
the travel retail sector has
shown steady growth, so by
experience and by data collection we believe it will carry on
increasing,” Tonneau stated.
“At Clarins we do have exciting
opportunities because we are
confident of the quality of our
products. Wanted is definitely a
game changer for Azzaro that

Etat Libre d’Orange has
chosen to celebrate a man
who valued extremes with
its newest scent, Attaquer
le Soleil Marquis de Sade.
With a radical formula, it
is “the divine Marquis in
liquid form.”
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new challenges, addresses a
different consumer profile and
deals with economics far away
from the usual formulas, where
advertising is less, consumer
service is more and where
innovation plays a huge role,”
he stated. Etat Libre d’Orange
is an audacious and forwardthinking fragrance house, with
creations far from existing
marketing trends. “This is a
different kind of perfumery,
intelligent with a point of view.”
This year, Etat Libre d’Orange
has welcomed a new scent
into its collection – Attaquer le
Soleil Marquis de Sade.

DOING IT FOR THE KIDS

Wanted for men by Azzaro has seen surprising results for Clarins,
and a very quick take-off – “well beyond our expectations,” General
Manager Travel Retail Europe Damien Tonneau said.

will keep rolling out next year,
and we are expecting a similar
outcome for our big launch of
Mugler for women in 2017.”
“Travel retail must follow the
market direction – more experience, more quality products
and research of identity,” added
Celso Fadelli, President and

Fragrance Curator, Intertrade
Group (Blue Village F3), which
is presenting 12 perfume art
collections at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference, by
its enterprising and original
brands, which include Acqua
di Stresa, A Lab on Fire, Blood
Concept, Boadicea the Victorious, Lamborghini, Re Profumo
and Roads, among many others.
“We need to be disruptive,” he
said. “I believe in a different and
more unusual approach to keep
the attention of the customers.”
Olivier Mariotti, Managing
Partner, Etat Libre d’Orange
(Ambassadeurs Village
U3), further emphasised
the need for the channel to
break convention and deliver
something exciting to its
consumers. “Travel retail no
longer holds the price advantage,” he affirmed. “Retailers
and the brands have been
unable to play their part in
guaranteeing this fragile, and
today obsolete, retailing martingale.” He explained that, as the
Fragrances category evolves
and new shopping patterns
emerge, inventive and adventurous brands are appearing
with less-marketed claims and
different positioning and retailing concepts. For them, the
market is ripe with potential.
“It is a little bit like walking on
the moon for the first time; the
category becomes new, sets
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A sector of the Fragrances
category that holds great
prospects for its brands is
children’s perfumery. A ballooning number of young travellers
means that the number of
impulse purchases in airports is
spiralling – bolstered further by
mature, time-strapped customers driven to buying gifts by
the appeal of a quick transaction. Yet even this flourishing
segment is not without its
obstacles.
Apple Beauty (Mediterranean
Village N4) creates enticing
scents for children, licensed
by market favourites such
as Disney, Mattel, Rainbow,
Drakers by Ferrari, Sissi the
Empress, and soon many more,
all under its brand identity

Ajmal is introducing
three new products
to travel retail,
in the form of its
Oudesire, Rose
Wood and Patchouli
Wood fragrances.
These products
are from its
signature collection
– fragrances that
reflect the brand’s
rich DNA.

Petite Beaute. Its CEO Antonio
Lemma said: “The challenge
is the enormous power in very
few hands. As the entirety of
travel retail is taken up by giant,
multinational companies, it is
very difficult for smaller players
to gain prominent space on the
shelf. We need to be extremely
creative to gain space.”
Apple Beauty’s products, he
explained, are experiencing
such success with consumers
that its retailers are prompted
to understand the power of its
uniqueness and imagination.
“The strength of our company
is the design and creativity, and
we are empowering this in all
the brands we have to make
sure we gain retail space.”
Priscilla Beaulieu, VP Global
Marketing & Sales Director,
Millennium Fragrances (Ambassadeurs Village U5&7) – the
owner, producer and worldwide
distributor of three brands
of perfumes Kaloo Parfums,
Clayeux and Kokeshi Parfums for
children and teenagers – stressed
that its presence in travel retail
channels is essential for Millennium Fragrances’ domestic
sales. “Being present in duty free
stores and onboard brings a good
visibility for our products outside
travel retail. Customers who have
purchased our perfumes for the
first time in travel retail environments will be glad to find them in
stores nearby their home. There
is a real connection between both

replayjeans.com

SUPERNOVA
T H E N E W F R AG R A N C E S F O R H I M & H E R
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Priscilla Beaulieu, VP Global Marketing & Sales Director,
Millennium Fragrances: “Customers who have purchased
our perfumes for the first time in travel retail environments
will be glad to find them in stores nearby their home. There
is a real connection between both channels.”

Celso Fadelli, President and Fragrance Curator, Intertrade Group:
“We need to be disruptive. I believe in a different and more unusual
approach to keep the attention of the customers.”

channels,” she said.
For Millennium Fragrances,
innovation is the key word in
differentiation, and the company
is continuously striving to be
more inventive and pleasing
to its easily diverted young
market. At TFWA World Exhibition & Conference, Millennium
Fragrances is showcasing its
new line, Les Amis de Kaloo.
Its introduction marks the first
time in the perfumery industry
that a scented water with a
soft formula, and a bottle that
becomes a diffuser thanks to
its ingenious ceramic cork,
has become available with an
exclusive patent.

BRIDGING THE GULF
The travel retail environment
has undergone dramatic transformation since Ajmal (Red
Village H18) entered the market
in 2003. “It was a challenging
time, where we had to compete
with brands of international
repute and stature,” General
Manager Abdulla Ajmal said.
“It is almost a similar scenario,
with one major difference
being that international brands
are launching products more
frequently than before. This
is largely due to the nature
of customers who demand

something new, every time.”
The Dubai-based perfumery,
founded more than 60 years
ago, has a rich and vibrant
heritage deep-rooted in tradition, and has carved a niche
for itself in the Fragrances
sector, securing some first-rate
locations and showing doubledigit growth year-on-year. “One
of the major recent developments that helped us increase
our market share within the
travel retail environment would
be the increase of local travel
for business and holidays,”
Ajmal commented. “We see
an increase in the number of
people flying shorter distances
from our base in Dubai, and
since the majority of our duty
free presence is in the GCC
[Gulf Cooperation Council]
countries, we have seen a
gradual increase in sales
across the various segments
where we are present.” The
growing number of European
and Russian travellers
frequenting Dubai has also led
to a marked increase in Ajmal’s
sales in its new locations –
Aurel Vlaicu International
Airport in Bucharest, and
Domodedovo and Sheremetyevo airports in Moscow.
Clear segmentation in the

Parfums Marina de Bourbon is introducing a new fragrance – Cristal Royal Rose – in an
attractive flask inspired by the tradition of French craftsmanship of fine crystal.

channel allows Ajmal to
accurately target specific
groups of traveller. Its “gifts
from Dubai” selection of
products is tailored to tourists
returning to their home country
who want to take a souvenir
– it is unique to this region, a
reminder of their visit. “For the
regular traveller, who might
be a resident of the country,
we are present in the perfume
shop with all other brands, to
sample products for the first
time or repeat purchase,”
Ajmal added.
Also experiencing success
across a number of distinct
regions is French cosmetics
company Groupe Panther
(Yellow Village E36), which
manufactures and internationally distributes its own brands
– Institut Arnaud skincare,
Cottage bath and body care,
and scent companies Pacoma
Parfumeur Créateur and
Parfums Christine Darvin – to
a rapidly expanding consumer
base. Since the launch in
2015 of Institut Arnaud in the
US, 2016 has been the year
of the brand’s development
in the region. “Indeed, we
established a distribution
subsidiary in the US (Panther
Group US) which was able to
start operating early August,”
International Sales Director
Sonya Roblin explained.
Cottage is also continuing down
a path of great success this
year, drawing the attention of
travel retail’s burgeoning base
of male cosmetics consumers
with unexpected fragrances that
are unusual in bath care, such
as Wooded Pepper.
Groupe Panther’s newest
fragrance, Faena by Pacoma
Parfumeur Créateur,
meanwhile has also been
popular. Sales so far have
shown great promise,
especially in GCC countries.
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AN EVOLVING MARKET
The travel retail channel has
palpably raised standards of
retailing, and has evolved to
include some of the world’s
most inviting shopping
environments, offering a
premium image and platform
that is widely appealing for
brands – an opportunity
amplified by the unique buying
habits of travellers.
“More consumers are looking
for something new and travel
retail is the best platform to
introduce the novelties to the
market,” said Dino Pace, CEO,
Perfume Holding (Golden
Village GO10). “But limitation of the space is blocking
the chances to realise the
potential of new products, so
listing new brands is becoming
complicated.”
Calling attention to a challenge
that brands across the travel
retail channel face, Pace
suggested that duty free operators could consider changing
the shop format, highlighting
a special zone for emerging
brands for a trial period of
several months. “This could
help to really catch the interest of those consumers who
are searching for something
new, whose number is steadily

growing. And, perhaps even
more important, these tests
could be used to better shape
the whole assortment, matching the real needs and interests
of consumers.”
At TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference, Perfume Holding
is showcasing its inventive
and original new iPhone cover
scents – “a breakthrough
innovation which changes
the way consumers use their
fragrance”. Vivid, decorative
iPhone cases contain a 25ml
perfume, always at hand, for
any occasion when you might
want to spray your favourite
accord. “It’s cool, fashionable
and somehow addictive, and of
course it’s also protecting your
mobile phone,” Pace said.
Since the early days of travel
retail, L’Oréal (Niveau 5 W1)
has been a pioneer within the
channel – and an important
player, with a more than 20%
market share. Situated in the
first duty free shop in Shannon
Airport in 1947, the world’s
largest cosmetics company has
increased its leadership over
the years – its iconic fragrance
brands, such as Lancôme,
Giorgio Armani and Ralph
Lauren, have launched some of
the most successful fragrances

Cofinluxe is spearheading the concept of “accessible luxury” with its bold and enticing
scents, including the new Young For Ever eau de toilette for women by Parfums Charriol.
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Thanks to the notoriety and diversity of its unique portfolio
of brands, L’Oréal is ideally positioned to offer travellers
from all over the world the products they want, whatever
their beauty rituals, aspirations or purchasing power.

in global travel retail, including
Acqua di Gio pour Homme by
Giorgio Armani and La vie est
belle by Lancôme.
In the years in which it has
occupied the channel, L’Oréal
has been present for every
ebb and flow of change
that has shaped the vibrant
Fragrances sector – then and
now. “The most significant
change is clearly the increased
digitalisation of the channel: the

relationship with our shoppers
is becoming more digital (digital
media, online researching)
and their shopping behaviour
includes digital (pre-ordering,
click and collect),” explained
Stefanie von Albert, General
Manager Giorgio Armani
& Designer Fragrances,
L’Oréal Travel Retail EMEA.
“We have included more and
more digital aspects into the
launch campaigns of our new
fragrances.”
Meanwhile, airports, von Albert
said, are increasingly transforming into shopping centres,
as customers seek out original
and unpredictable buying
experiences that meet their
individual needs. L’Oréal has
capitalised on this with a tailormade approach borne out of
in-depth analysis of consumer
behaviours across the world.

THE LONGEVITY
OF LUXURY

Perfume Holding is
showcasing its innovative
range of iPhone cases
containing a 25ml fragrance
that can be used wherever
you are. “It’s cool,
fashionable and somehow
addictive, and of course it’s
also protecting your mobile
phone,” said CEO Dino Pace.

“The market is evolving, with
more complex and unpredictable changes,” commented
Antoine de Pracomtal, CEO,
Parfums Marina de Bourbon
(Riviera Village RG7),
who added: “We love new
challenges and permanently
adapt our resources to face
these changes.”
Parfums Marina de Bourbon is
the creator of coveted scents
that bare the name and spirit of
Princess Marina de Bourbon,
and with its enlivening, captivating accords shies away from the
seasonal, instead developing
timeless and classic yet modern
fragrances, which conjure
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excitement in today’s consumer.
It is its differentiated design
codes and elegant perfume
bottles that make the difference
on the shelf. “We don’t want
to be innovative for the sake of
looking modern. Our uniqueness and singularity comes
from our attractive brand
positioning,” de Pracomtal
said. “Others artificially create
a story around their brand. We
inherit it from the Princess’s
secrets and real passion and
taste for authentic creation.
Princess Marina de Bourbon
often says: ‘A dab of my
perfumes is an intimate interpretation, echoing a memory
and inviting us to dream.’ What
else is there to add?”
Consumers are, Valérie
Dufournier, Communications
Officer, Cofinluxe (Red Village
K35), explained, more determinedly seeking out different
fragrances – scents that are
more personal, and that they
won’t smell on everybody.
“Tastes change from one region
to another, the culture, the
lifestyle is different,” she said.
This is why Cofinluxe, with
its brands Parfums Salvador
Dali and Parfums Charriol,
works so ardently to create
bold, unflinching, original
fragrances, composed by
industry-renowned perfumers
that impose upon them style
and character.
Cofinluxe is spearheading the
concept of “accessible luxury”
– a strategy that has proved
seductive to consumers during
this competitive period. Most
of its fragrances are available
in an attractive travel-exclusive
version, and its accessibly
priced compact fragrance sets
have shown great results.
“Travellers are not necessarily
looking for the same items they
can easily find in the domestic
market,” Dufournier expressed.
“It goes the same at brand
level – there will come a time
when consumers will request
new brands, maybe from
smaller, still serious, companies like ours. Strong opportunities will then come along.
We need to be prepared with
adapted products for extension
of the ‘niche’ phenomenon.”
Travel retails consumers are
showing an increasing predilection towards niche accords,
while the tendency towards
luxury fragrances is growing
markedly. “On one side, there
is a high demand for luxury
products on the market and
the development will further go
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Groupe Panther’s Cottage brand
is drawing the attention of travel
retail consumers with unexpected
fragrances that are unusual in bath
care, such as Wooded Pepper.

in this direction,” established
David Rios, Chief Operating
Officer, Art & Fragrance (Red
Village J33). “On the other side,
we have the uncertain geopolitical and economic environment
which is causing huge decrease
in tourism.”
“Sales figures from duty free
show that this is a vital channel
for luxury brands,” he continued. “And this is also consistent with our experiences. We
observe a development of
polarisation in the market: the
luxury and masstige segments
win out, while the market “in
between” continues to suffer.
Besides, the exponential
growth in air travel offers
luxury brands an endless
supply of potential customers.”
Art & Fragrance’s great advantage in the luxury scent sector
is the incomparable heritage
of its sought-after Lalique
products and its unique knowhow in transforming objects
into glittering works of art.

“This distinguishes us clearly
from other brands and gives
us true exclusivity,” Rios said.
“Lalique is internationally
recognised as the undisputed
master of crystal and it stands
for craftsmanship, excellence
and creativity.” These adjectives can also be applied to Art
& Fragrance’s Bentley scents.
Many of its Art & Fragrance’s
are not available on the
domestic market and so its
consumers get an exclusive
shopping experience that truly
puts across the spirit of its
historic brands.
Fragrances – perhaps more
than any product that can
be bought – have the unique
power to communicate the
spirit and the passions of
perfume brands, through their
carefully considered olfactory
notes. Today, for every brand
within the category, that spirit
is one of imagination, ambition
and, above all, dedication the
consumer.

Learn more about the
fragrances innovations being
presented at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference
by visiting the TFWA
Product Showcase (www.
tfwaproductshowcase.com). Scan this code to
visit the TFWA Product Showcase

